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Sensing range :
1. CMOS image sensor module: DFOV: 75°，HFOV： 68°，VFOV： 41°
2. Time-of-Flight Sensor: 20mm-2500mm

* The value of the sensing range is rated while may vary from different 
   testing environments and conditions under different test product.
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Projection lens

Ambient light sensor
used for detecting ambient light

Time-of-Flight Sensor
used for the autofocus function

CMOS image sensor module
used for the autofocus and auto keystone 
correction function















1. How do I install apps?

① XGIMI supports Android TV with the native Google Play Store. You can install 
apps from Google Play.
② Install apps from your U disk or other external storage devices. For the first 
installation, you need to agree to install unknown apps from File Manager and UI 
Configuration.

2. Why does the outer frame leave an irregular shadow after keystone 
correction?

TI DLP projections cannot fill the whole screen. The true resolution fills only the 
actual display area and leaves the surrounding area unused. After a keystone 
correction is complete, some of the display area will become shadow (unused) 
because XGIMI projectors use digital correction. Therefore, it is normal to have 
some shadow in the background of the picture.

3. Is it normal that the adapter gets warm after it is inserted into the projector?

Our adapters are tested and certified by security regulations. Normally, the 
electric power transmission can cause heat or small friction sound, which should 
not be a concern.

4. What can I do when there is no picture or when the sound and picture are not 
in sync?

For wireless projections, this issue may occur due to the app performance or the 
Internet speed.
If the projector is connected to HDMI or Bluetooth speaker, this issue may occur 
due to the brand and compatibility issues of the connected device.

5. What can I do if the focusing function does not work properly?

To resolve this issue, verify the following conditions:  
① The auto focusing function is turned on in the focus settings. 
② No object is in front of the projection lens or the sensor module. 
If this issue persists, open "System Settings" to perform focus calibration.

Troubleshooting
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6. What is the support period for device software updates?

7. How to delete the device and personal data?

① Delete the account in "Settings" -> "Accounts and Sign In" , select your account, 
and then select "Remove account".
② Perform a factory reset of the device in "Settings"->"Device preferenc-
es"->"About"->"Factory reset", and the device data will be removed.

According to the regulations of Android TV, this product will support software 
updates for at least 3 years.

If you still have questions, please contact service@xgimi.com.
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As with any bright source, do not stare into the direct beam, RG2 IEC 62471-5:2015.
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